
WAYS TO PROMOTE NATIONAL UNITY IN MALAYSIA FROM SO

If it's still there, we can't talk about national unity. . For example, so many people have rallied and there were no racial
incidents in these rallies. Rajiv: I said it in the very beginning; everyone feels Malaysian, and everyone.

Emerging overall victors, our very colourful and diverse Malaysian athletes made achieving gold medals seem
like basic target practice. The SEA Games that has us roaring louder than Malayan tigers is testimony to our
strength in being united. Through this program, the generation will have the opportunity to mix with different
generation which came from vary races, religious and culture background. At the end of the day, there comes a
time where there is a better future for my children. Process of reforming Malaysian education system
continues on in strengthening socio-cultural mechanism to build a stronger national identity and consciousness
Hussein Ahmad,  On schools, the teachers are saying hurtful things and we have to look into this. The amount
of videos they have generated are immense. This spirit stems from a common identity that we are all as of ,
Malaysians and it is the one thing that prevents our peaceful country tearing at the seams. National unity fact
sheet. In this case, all the Malaysians must have the spirit of unity because there is no wage when they did this
work. Centre for Public Policy Studies. There are lots of other things that we need to deal with. Shah Alam,
Selangor: Oxford Fajar. Being Malaysian is a citizenship. Students from various races should participate in all
forms of school and outdoor activities that will enable them to interact with one another and build lasting
friendships. Tee Yong: This is the first-past-the-post system. So it is without question that I am Malaysian
through and through. Open house usually held during major festivals in the country. Anas founded zubedy M
Sdn. There is no perfect election system. These questions are anything but exclusive, much pondered upon by
my fellow Malaysian millenials. Stay tuned for a new offer coming to you soon. Separate curriculum for
vernacular schools was the fourth factor splitting the communities. The Razak Report led to the Education
Ordinance. Malay language has been used since the days of the Malacca Sultanate. Therefore,we can promote
peace and unity in a multiracial country by holding a cultural fair. Sign In or Subscribe. Through education,
the younger generation of Malaysians are nurtured with stronger national consciousness and imbued with
stronger national identity. It showed that 1Malaysia was truly alive and well. I think we have to work on that.
The goals of NKRA in improving student outcome help teachers and principals to tackle the challenges faced
in providing quality education. Thus,the government can promote national unity through campaign like open
house, 1Malaysia Concept and advertisement. This programme also can make the resident become more closer
and helping their neighbour when in difficulty such as house burning and home robberies. Tee Yong: Probably
some of the non-Chinese believe that the economic side of it is important. This are able to see various cultural
sensitivity and it is praiseworthy because all other races and culture are respected. As a conclusion, national
unity can be strengthened through campaign, education and social activity. Poverty, ethnic disparity in
economic participation and wealth distribution had emerged as the primary causes of racial tensions and social
political instability Syed Husin Ali,  This will ensure improvement for them. Do a real study and look what
has happened. This report resulted in the Education Act of with its most significant outcomes of phasing out
English medium schools and converting Chinese and Tamil National secondary schools to Malay medium
secondary schools, standardising school system, and nationalisation of curriculum and examinations Omar, 


